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PRESS RELEASE 
 
On Tuesday November 25th the American label Scarcelight Recordings releases the EP “Klonten” 
by the Dutch eletronic duo Living Ornaments. “Klonten” is the second EP by Living Ornaments. 
Their first EP “Ribbels” was released in May this year on the Dutch Narrominded label as the first 
installment of a series of split lp’s. Living Ornaments are Lars Meijer and Coen Polack, also the 
driving forces behind the Narrominded label. 
 
Scarcelight Recordings 
Scarcelight Recordings is the label of Chris Jeely, better known by the name of Accelera Deck. 
Besides releasing his own music, Jeely also puts out music from kindred spirits in the format of 3” 
cd’s. After a succesful collaboration with Narrominded, Jeely asked Living Ornaments to 
contribute. 
 
Klonten 
Chris Jeely describes “Klonten” on his website Scarcelight.com as follows: “Dutch duo of Coen 
and Lars follow up their critically acclaimed "Ribbels" 12" with 20 minutes of post drum and bass 
reflections. Fragmented piano figures, acoustic guitar and a swingtime marching band all poke 
their heads up, while a keen pop sensibility holds it all together. This is rural electronics for the 
romantic soul. Absolutely tuned in!” 
 
Living Ornaments 
The first results of the collaboration between Meijer and Polack can be heard on the compilation 
“We’re Running out of West”, released last year on Narrominded. After this followed the debut EP 
“Ribbels”, which got critical acclaim in media all over the world. 
Living Ornaments take pleasure in using tasteful but obscure Dutch words as track titles. This 
time they chose to use the names of long forgotten Dutch celebrities. 
Living Ornaments can be seen live in Groningen (Netherlands) on December 12th and in Haarlem 
(Netherlands) on January 18th  together with the American group Sonic Boom’s Experimental 
Audio Research. 
 
Narrominded 
A lot of things are abound to happen with the Narrominded label. In the near future the second 
edition of the split lp series will be released, featuring wonderful music by Hydrus and Kettel. Both 
of them will play on the upcoming )TOON) festival in Haarlem. Concluding, Narrominded is 
preparing gigs for their artists in the Netherlands and hopefully abroad. 
 
For a high resolution image of the “Klonten” sleeve and a photo of Living Ornaments, please see 
our website: www.narrominded.com/press 
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